























































Statistical relational learning, probabilistic logic 



















NELL - Never Ending Language Learning:  
http://rtw.ml.cmu.edu/rtw/
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• different types of nodes & links
• automatically extracted from text, 
databases, ...
• probabilities quantifying source 
reliability, extractor confidence, ...
• similar in other contexts, e.g.,  
linked open data, NELL@CMU, ...
6
[De Maeyer et al, Molecular Biosystems 13]
Can we find the mechanism 




















































[Thon et al, MLJ 11]
Travian:  A massively multiplayer 
real-time strategy game
Can we build a model
of this world ? 
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Learn probabilistic model 
From two object interactions 








Moldovan et al.  ICRA 12, 13, 14, PhD 15
Learning relational affordances
Learn probabilistic model 
From two object interactions 















Mike has a bag of marbles with 4 white, 8 blue, and 
6 red marbles. He pulls out one marble from the 
bag and it is red. What is the probability that the 
second marble he pulls out of the bag is white? 
The answer is 0.235941.







Statistical relational learning, probabilistic logic 


























BLPs: Kersting, De Raedt
RMMs: Anderson,Domingos,
Weld
LOHMMs: De Raedt, Kersting,
Raiko
Future
















• Logic programming and probabilistic 
databases  (ProbLog and DS as 
representatives)
• Functional and imperative  (Church 
as representatives)
• Statistical relational AI and learning 



















smokes(X) :- stress(X).  
smokes(X) :-  
     influences(Y,X), smokes(Y).
14 http://dtai.cs.kuleuven.be/problog/









smokes(X) :- stress(X).  
smokes(X) :-  
     influences(Y,X), smokes(Y).
one world 
14 http://dtai.cs.kuleuven.be/problog/
Prolog / logic 
programming
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several possible worlds 
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probabilistic choices + logic program
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Distribution Semantics [Sato, ICLP 95]:
probabilistic choices + logic program
→ distribution over possible worlds


















... with some detours on the way
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Part I : Modeling
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ProbLog by example: 
A bit of gambling h
• toss (biased) coin & draw ball from each urn
• win if (heads and a red ball) or (two balls of same color)
18
0.4 :: heads.  
ProbLog by example: 
A bit of gambling h
• toss (biased) coin & draw ball from each urn
• win if (heads and a red ball) or (two balls of same color)
probabilistic fact: heads is true with 
probability 0.4 (and false with 0.6)
18
0.4 :: heads.  
0.3 :: col(1,red); 0.7 :: col(1,blue).
ProbLog by example: 
A bit of gambling h
• toss (biased) coin & draw ball from each urn
• win if (heads and a red ball) or (two balls of same color)
annotated disjunction: first ball is red 
with probability 0.3 and blue with 0.7
18
0.4 :: heads.  
0.3 :: col(1,red); 0.7 :: col(1,blue).
0.2 :: col(2,red); 0.3 :: col(2,green);  
                   0.5 :: col(2,blue).  
annotated disjunction: second ball is red with 
probability 0.2, green with 0.3,  and blue with 0.5
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18
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                   0.5 :: col(2,blue).  
win :- heads, col(_,red). logical rule encoding 
background knowledge
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logical rule encoding 
background knowledge
ProbLog by example: 
A bit of gambling h
• toss (biased) coin & draw ball from each urn
• win if (heads and a red ball) or (two balls of same color)
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0.4 :: heads.  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ProbLog by example: 
A bit of gambling h
• toss (biased) coin & draw ball from each urn





• Probability of win?  
 
• Probability of win given col(2,green)?  
 
• Most probable world where win is true?
0.4 :: heads. 
0.3 :: col(1,red); 0.7 :: col(1,blue). 
0.2 :: col(2,red); 0.3 :: col(2,green); 0.5 :: col(2,blue). 
win :- heads, col(_,red). 
win :- col(1,C), col(2,C).
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Questions
• Probability of win?  
 
• Probability of win given col(2,green)?  
 
• Most probable world where win is true?
0.4 :: heads. 
0.3 :: col(1,red); 0.7 :: col(1,blue). 
0.2 :: col(2,red); 0.3 :: col(2,green); 0.5 :: col(2,blue). 
win :- heads, col(_,red). 
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Possible Worlds
0.4 :: heads. 
0.3 :: col(1,red); 0.7 :: col(1,blue). 
0.2 :: col(2,red); 0.3 :: col(2,green); 0.5 :: col(2,blue). 
win :- heads, col(_,red). 
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Most likely world 
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sum over possible worlds 




















sum over possible worlds 
where Q is true
probability of 
possible world
Extensions of basic PLP
Distribution Semantics [Sato, ICLP 95]:
probabilistic choices + logic program











Discrete- and continuous-valued random variables
Distributional Clauses (DC)
length(Obj) ~ gaussian(6.0,0.45) :- type(Obj,glass). 
stackable(OBot,OTop) :-  
      ≃length(OBot) ≥ ≃length(OTop),  
      ≃width(OBot) ≥ ≃width(OTop). 
[Gutmann et al, TPLP 11; 
Nitti et al, MLJ 16,17]
random variable with Gaussian distribution
































select x.person, y.country 
from bornIn x, cityIn y 
where x.city=y.city 




















select x.person, y.country 
from bornIn x, cityIn y 
where x.city=y.city 
[Suciu et al 2011]
relational 
database
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select x.person, y.country 
from bornIn x, cityIn y 
where x.city=y.city 
[Suciu et al 2011]
relational 
database





























select x.person, y.country 
from bornIn x, cityIn y 
where x.city=y.city 
probabilistic tables + database queries
→ distribution over possible worlds








Suppose we have two constants: Anna (A) and Bob (B)




Some key differences :
• MLNs are not a programming language
• MLNs are  generating an undirected graphical model;  
• PPs are directed
• MLNs allows for multiple models —  p  v  q (needs max entropy to assign prob. to 
models {p}, {q}, {p,q});  
• Probabilistic Logic Programs use least-fix point semantics 
• MLNs / first order logic cannot express transitive closure of relation; logic programs 
can




















(define plus5 (lambda (x) (+ x 5))) 
(map plus5 '(1 2 3))
34










(define plus5 (lambda (x) (+ x 5))) 
(map plus5 '(1 2 3))
one execution 
34










(define plus5 (lambda (x) (+ x 5))) 
(map plus5 '(1 2 3))
(define randplus5 
 (lambda (x) (if (flip 0.6)  
                 (+ x 5)  
                 x))) 
(map randplus5 '(1 2 3))
one execution 
34










(define plus5 (lambda (x) (+ x 5))) 
(map plus5 '(1 2 3))
(define randplus5 
 (lambda (x) (if (flip 0.6)  
                 (+ x 5)  
                 x))) 
















(define plus5 (lambda (x) (+ x 5))) 
(map plus5 '(1 2 3))
(define randplus5 
 (lambda (x) (if (flip 0.6)  
                 (+ x 5)  
                 x))) 





probabilistic primitives + functional program
→ distribution over possible executions
34




(define randplus5 (lambda (x) (if (flip 0.6) (+ x 5) x))) 








(1 2) (1 7) (6 2) (6 7) 
0.16  0.24 0.24  0.36
Church Example
35
(define randplus5 (lambda (x) (if (flip 0.6) (+ x 5) x))) 








sampling also supports continuous RVs, e.g.,
(* (gaussian 0 1) (gaussian 0 1))
(1 2) (1 7) (6 2) (6 7) 
0.16  0.24 0.24  0.36
(define win (or win1 win2))
(define heads (mem (lambda () (flip 0.4))))
Church by example: 
A bit of gambling h
• toss (biased) coin & draw ball from each urn
• win if (heads and a red ball) or (two balls of same color)
36
(define color1 (mem (lambda () (if (flip 0.3) 'red 'blue))))
(define color2 (mem (lambda ()  
                 (multinomial '(red green blue) '(0.2 0.3 0.5)))))
(define redball (or (equal? (color1) 'red) (equal? (color2) 'red)))
(define win1 (and (heads) redball))






... with some detours on the way
37
PART II : Inference
38
Inference / Reasoning
• Most of the work in PP and StarAI is on inference
• It is (#P)-hard (complexity wise)
• Many inference methods
• exact, approximate, sampling and lifted … 
• Inference is the key to learning
39
Dichotomy of UCQ 
Evaluation
• Union of Conjunctive Queries  
≈ Datalog without recursion and 
negation
• Theorem: UCQ evaluation is either 
polynomial in database size or #P-hard
40
Dichotomy of UCQ 
Evaluation
• Union of Conjunctive Queries  
≈ Datalog without recursion and 
negation
• Theorem: UCQ evaluation is either 
polynomial in database size or #P-hard
40
counting version of NP decision 













Fig. from [Suciu et al 2011]
De Raedt, Kersting, Natarajan, Poole: Statistical Relational AI 
Two Steps
• Logical inference - 
• proofs or model theoretic …  
• Result:  Weighted Model Counting problem
• Probabilistic propositional inference — 
• Backtracking search — DPLL, VE, RC based
• Knowledge Compilation











smokes(X) :- stress(X).  
smokes(X) :-  
     influences(Y,X),  
     smokes(Y).
?- smokes(carl).
?- stress(carl). ?- influences(Y,carl),smokes(Y).
?- smokes(bob).
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smokes(X) :-  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?- smokes(carl).
• Find relevant ground rules by backward reasoning 
and grounding 
smokes(carl):- influences(bob,carl),smokes(bob). 
smokes(bob) :- stress(bob). 
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sum of proof probabilities: 0.096+0.08 = 0.1760
46
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De Raedt, Kersting, Natarajan, Poole: Statistical Relational AI 
SAT
47
(A _B) ^ (¬B _ C)_
A,B,C2{true,false}















De Raedt, Kersting, Natarajan, Poole: Statistical Relational AI 
#SAT
48








true?(A _B)⇥ true?(B _ C)









De Raedt, Kersting, Natarajan, Poole: Statistical Relational AI 
Weighted Model Counting
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for instance … 
w(f) = p

















WMC((A _B) ^ (¬A _ ¬B)) =
w(A)⇥ w(¬B) + w(B)⇥ w(¬B)
WMC using d-DNNFs
51 [Figure: Fierens et al, TPLP 14]
1. represent formula as d-DNNF  
2. transform into arithmetic circuit
3. evaluate bottom-up
Knowledge Compilation
• Compile once - query many times  …  
• The knowledge compilation map (Darwiche and 
Marquis, JAIR 2002) 
• Different representations, computational complexity 
of different operations, … (and, or, condition, ….) 
• in StarAI — OBDDs, d-DNNFs, SDD (Darwiche), …  
• Also state of the art for Bayesian net inference.
De Raedt, Kersting, Natarajan, Poole: Statistical Relational AI 
Example:  
First-Order Model Counting
Logical sentence                                     Domain  
 
  
• If we know precisely who smokes, and there are k smokers

               








n people∀x,y, Smokes(x) ∧ Friends(x,y) ⇒ Smokes(y)






... with some detours on the way
54
Part III : Learning
55
Parameter Learning
class(Page,C) :- has_word(Page,W), word_class(W,C).
class(Page,C) :- links_to(OtherPage,Page), 
class(OtherPage,OtherClass),
link_class(OtherPage,Page,OtherClass,C).















p(fact) =    count(fact is true) 
Number of interpretations
Learning from partial 
interpretations
• Not all facts observed
• Soft-EM
• use expected count instead of count 
• P(Q |E) -- conditional queries !
59 [Gutmann et al, ECML 11; Fierens et al, TPLP 14]
Bayesian Parameter Learning
• Learning as inference (e.g., Church)
• Prior distributions for parameters
• Given data, find most likely parameter values
60
Information Extraction in NELL
NELL:  http://rtw.ml.cmu.edu/rtw/




• Upgrade rule-learning to a probabilistic setting within a 
relational learning setting 
• Exist for many of the formalisms (Markov Logic, ProbLog, 
etc) 
• ProbFOIL works with a probabilistic logic program [De 
Raedt et al IJCAI 15]; it adapts  Quinlan’s FOIL  







... with some detours on the way
64
Part IV : Applications
65
Biological Network Analysis



























































[Van den Broeck et al, 
AAAI 10]
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marketed(1)       marketed(3) 
68
DTProbLog
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buys(X) :- friend(X,Y), buys(Y), buy_trust(X,Y). 
buys(X) :- marketed(X), buy_marketing(X).
buys(P) => 5 :- person(P).  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? :: marketed(P) :- person(P).  
0.3 :: buy_trust(X,Y) :- friend(X,Y).  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buys(P) => 5 :- person(P).  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DTProbLog
? :: marketed(P) :- person(P).  
0.3 :: buy_trust(X,Y) :- friend(X,Y).  
0.2 :: buy_marketing(P) :- person(P).  
 
buys(X) :- friend(X,Y), buys(Y), buy_trust(X,Y). 
buys(X) :- marketed(X), buy_marketing(X).
buys(P) => 5 :- person(P).  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task: find strategy that maximizes expected utility
solution: using ProbLog technology
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l Causes: Mutations 
l All related to similar 
phenotype 
l Effects: Differentially expressed 
genes 
l 27 000 cause effect pairs
l Interaction network: 
l 3063 nodes 
l Genes 
l Proteins 
l 16794 edges 
l Molecular interactions 
l Uncertain
l Goal: connect causes to effects 
through common subnetwork 













Mike has a bag of marbles with 4 white, 8 blue, and 
6 red marbles. He pulls out one marble from the 
bag and it is red. What is the probability that the 
second marble he pulls out of the bag is white? 
Our goal
71
Mike has a bag of marbles with 4 white, 8 blue, and 
6 red marbles. He pulls out one marble from the 
bag and it is red. What is the probability that the 
second marble he pulls out of the bag is white? 
The answer is 0.235941.
Our goal
71
Mike has a bag of marbles with 4 white, 8 blue, and 
6 red marbles. He pulls out one marble from the 
bag and it is red. What is the probability that the 
second marble he pulls out of the bag is white? 
The answer is 0.235941.
combination of mathematics  
and natural language processing  










































What is the probability that 
the second marble he takes  
from the bag is white?
Mike has a bag with 4 white,  
8 blue, and 6 red marbles. 
He takes one marble  
from the bag and it is red. 
Example
75
What is the probability that 
the second marble he takes  
from the bag is white?
Mike has a bag with 4 white, 
8 blue, and 6 red marbles. 
He takes one marble  
from the bag and it is red. 
setup
#white(bag) = 4  
#blue(bag) = 8  
#red(bag) = 6 
multiset bag
Values(color) = {white, blue, red} 
Example
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What is the probability that 
the second marble he takes  
from the bag is white?
Mike has a bag with 4 white,  
8 blue, and 6 red marbles. 
He takes one marble 
from the bag and it is red. 
first = take(bag)  
#first = 1 
rest(first) = bag \ first 
action
observe #red(first) = #first 
+ observation
#white(bag) = 4  
#blue(bag) = 8  
#red(bag) = 6 
multiset bag
Values(color) = {white, blue, red} 
Example
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What is the probability that
the second marble he takes 
from the bag is white?
Mike has a bag with 4 white,  
8 blue, and 6 red marbles. 
He takes one marble  
from the bag and it is red. 
first = take(bag)  
#first = 1 
rest(first) = bag \ first 
observe #red(first) = #first 
snd = take(rest(first))  
rest(snd) = rest(first) \ snd  
#snd = 1
probability #white(snd) = #snd 
action + question
#white(bag) = 4  
#blue(bag) = 8  
#red(bag) = 6 
multiset bag
Values(color) = {white, blue, red} 
Example
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What is the probability that 
the second marble he takes  
from the bag is white?
Mike has a bag with 4 white,  
8 blue, and 6 red marbles. 
He takes one marble  
from the bag and it is red. 
first = take(bag)  
#first = 1 
rest(first) = bag \ first 
observe #red(first) = #first 
snd = take(rest(first))  
rest(snd) = rest(first) \ snd  
#snd = 1
probability #white(snd) = #snd 
#white(bag) = 4  
#blue(bag) = 8  
#red(bag) = 6 
multiset bag
Values(color) = {white, blue, red} 
Examples
79
A die is thrown 3 times.  
Find the probability that the sum of the dots is at least 5.
A blood disease is found in 2 percent of the persons in a 
certain population. A new blood test will correctly identify 
96 percent of the persons with the disease and 94 percent 
of the persons without the disease. What is the probability 
that a person who is called negative by the blood test 
actually does not have the disease?
Other types of questions can be 























Figure 2: Bayesian network structure for Q2 (left) and tree illustrat-
ing possible container content for relevant nodes (right).
If D is the result of drawing N elements with replacement
from an already defined multisetM , the model contains
D = takeReplace(M) and #D = N .
If D is the disjoint multiset union of a finite number k of
already existing multisets Mi, the model contains the
statement D =
F
(M1, . . . ,Mk).
Each definition of the form D = action(M) creating a new
multiset D from a set of multisetsM adds a node D whose
parents are the nodes inM to the Bayesian network. For each
of these cases, it is straightforward to define and derive the
conditional probability distribution of the new nodes given
their parents in the network.
We can model this information for Q1 as
twopers = take(group)
rest(twopers) = group \ twopers
#twopers = 2
and for Q2 as
first = take(bag)
rest(first) = bag \ first
#first = 1
snd = take(rest(first))
rest(snd) = rest(first) \ snd
#snd = 1
The left part of Figure 2 shows the network structure for Q2.
2.3 Questions and Observations
Finally, we also need to model the observations (in Q2, that
the first marble is red) and questions (in Q2, whether the sec-
ond marble is white) in our probability problems, which we
want to answer based on the probability distribution over the
content of containers defined above. More specifically, both
observations and questions again refer to properties of ob-
jects, but now of objects in containers that result from ac-
tions. Furthermore, they are not restricted to linear equality
constraints on numbers of objects with certain properties, but
can refer to more complex constraints.
Specifically, our modeling language currently supports the
following kinds of constraints, whereA(M) denotes the mul-
tiset of values attribute A takes on multiset M , and |A(M)|
denotes the number of different values in A(M) (the number
of count-value tuples):
size constraints of the formX c Y with c 2 {=,, , <,>}
and X and Y size variables or non-negative numbers;
type constraints of the form |A(M)| = 1 or |A(M)| = #M
requiring all objects in M to have the same value for
attribute A or each a different one, respectively.
aggregation constraints of the form
L
(A(M)) c C or
 (
L
(A(M))) with a numerical attribute A (i.e., the
objects in A(M) are numbers), an aggregate functionL 2 {min,max,P,Q, avg} operating on multisets of
numbers, a comparison operator c 2 {=,, , <,>}, a
constantC and a Boolean predicate (such as “is even”,
“is odd”).
sequence constraints of the form nth(M,N) 2 A(M) re-
quiring that the N -th element of (an ordered non-root
node)M satisfies attribute A.
These types of constraints can be combined into arbitrary
Boolean formulas using ^,_,¬.
Our two examples use size constraints only. In Q1, the
question is #browneyes(twopers) = 0, and in Q2, we ob-
serve #red(first) = #first and ask for #white(snd) =
#snd.
2.4 Models
To summarize, the declarative modeling language for proba-
bility problems provides statements to declare a set of con-
tainers (i.e., multisets)M, a set of attributes A and their as-
sociated values, a set of size constraints S for the initial con-
tainers, a set of multiset relations R defining the other con-
tainers through actions, a set of observations O, and a set of
queries Q.
A valid set of such statements defines a joint probabil-
ity distribution P (M) over the set of containers M =
{M1, . . . ,Mn} it defines, as specified above. The probability
that a (question or observation) constraintC holds on a multi-
setMi is then defined as usual as the sum of the probabilities
of those assignments M1 = m1, . . . ,Mn = mn for which
mi satisfies C.
3 Solving Probability Problems
Given a probability problem definition in the language of
Section 2, the task of the solver is to compute the condi-
tional probability of each question given all observations.
Note that every aspect of the Bayesian network we define de-
pends on the specific task: the network structure is given by
the containers and actions, the domains of the random vari-
ables depend on the attributes, the subset size constraints,
and the actions, and the parameters of the conditional dis-
tributions in turn depend on the domains of random variables
and the actions. Rather than materializing the Bayesian net-
work for use with traditional Bayesian network software, we
have implemented the solver in a probabilistic programming
language. This has two key advantages. First, the expres-
sivity of these languages allows us to implement the proba-
bilistic model at the abstract level, by providing generic tem-
plates for its building blocks (e.g., for defining the nodes
Solver
80
take into account exchangeability
























Figure 2: Bayesian network s ructure for Q2 (left) and
tree illustrating possible container content for relevant nodes
(right).
Each definition of the form D = action(M) creating a new
multiset D from a set of multisetsM adds a node D whose
parents are the nodes inM to the Bayesian network. For each
of these cases, it is straightforward to define and derive the
conditional probability distribution of the new nodes given
their parents i the netw rk.
We can model thi information f Q1 as
twopers = take(group)
rest(twop rs) = g oup \ twoper
#twopers = 2
and for Q2 as
first = take(bag)
rest(first) = bag \ first
#first = 1
snd = take(rest(first))
rest(snd) = rest(first) \ snd
#snd = 1
The left part of Figure 2 shows the network structure for Q2.
2.3 Questions and observations
Finally, we also need to model the observations (in Q2, that
the first marble is red) and questions (in Q2, whether the sec-
ond marble is whit ) in our probability problems, whic we
want to answer b sed on the probability distribution ver the
content of containers defined above. More specifically, both
observations and questions again refer to properties of ob-
jects, but now of objects in containers that result from ac-
tions. Furthermore, they are not restricted to linear equality
constraints on numbers of bjects with certain properties, but
can refer to more complex constraints.
Specifically, our modeling language currently supports the
following kinds of constraints, whereA(M) denotes the mul-
tiset of values attribute A takes on multiset M , and |A(M)|
denotes the number of different values in A(M) (the number
of count-value tuples):
size constraints of the formX c Y with c 2 {=,, , <,>}
and X and Y size variables or non-negative numbers;
type constraints of the form |A(M)| = 1 or |A(M)| = #M
requiring all objects in M to have the same value for
attribute A or each a different one, respectively.
aggregation constraints of the form
L
(A(M)) c C or
 (
L
(A(M))) with a numerical attribute A (i.e., the
objects in A(M) are numbers), an aggregate functionL 2 {min,max,P,Q, avg} operating on multisets of
numbers, a compar son oper tor c 2 {=,, , <,>}, a
constantC and a Bool a predicate (such as “is even”,
“is odd”).
sequence constraints of the form nth(M,N) 2 A(M) re-
quiring that the N -th element of (an ordered non-root
node)M satisfies attribute A.
These types of constraints can be combined into arbitrary
Boolean formulas using ^,_,¬.
Our two examples use size constraints only. In Q1, the
question is #browneyes(twopers) = 0, and in Q2, we ob-
serve #red(first) = #first and ask for #white(snd) =
#snd.
2.4 Models
To summarize, the declarative modeling language for proba-
bility problems provides statements to declare a set of con-
tainers (i.e., multisets)M, a set of attributes A and their as-
sociated values, a set of size constraints S for the initial con-
tainers, a set of multiset relations R defining the other con-
tainers through actions, a set of observations O, and a set of
queries Q.
A valid set of such statements defines a joint probabil-
ity distribution P (M) over the set of containers M =
{M1, . . . ,Mn} it defines, as specified above. The probability
that a (question or observation) constraintC holds on a multi-
setMi is then defined as usual as the sum of the probabilities
of those a signments M1 = m1, . . . ,Mn = mn for which
mi sat sfies C.
3 Solving probability problems
Given a probability problem definition in the language of
Section 2, the task of the solver is to compute the condi-
tional probability each question given all observations.
Note that every aspect of th Bayesia network we define de-
pends on the specific task: the network structure is given by
the containers and actions, the domains of the random vari-
ables depend on the attributes, the subset size constraints,
and the actions, and the parameters of the conditional dis-
tributio turn depend on the domains of random variables
and the i ns. Rather than mater alizing th Bay sian net-
work for use ith traditional Bayesian network software, we
have therefore implemented the solver in a probabilistic pro-
gramming language. This has two key advantages. First,
the expressivity of such languages allows us to implement
the probabilistic model at the abstract level, by providing
generic templates for its building blocks (e.g., for defining
the nodes and probability distributions from the actions). Sec-
ond, by leaving all aspects of reasoning, including the instan-
tiation of the model for the given problem definition, to the
probabilistic programming system, we can take full advan-
tage of the developments in this field. Such systems have
been optimized to generate only those parts of the model
that are relevant to the query. This is akin to what happens
in statistical relational learning [Getoor and Taskar, 2007;




takes advantage of underlying solver technology
4/18::white(1); 8/18::blue(1); 6/18::red(1). 
3/17::white(2); 8/17::blue(2); 6/17::red(2) :- white(1). 
4/17::white(2); 7/17::blue(2); 6/17::red(2) :- blue(1). 
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2376 questions on probability
structure of the problems labeled and solved by hand
















































• only groups of objects 
• no observations 
• single actions 




• Travian:  A massively multiplayer real-time strategy game
• Commercial game run by TravianGames GmbH
• ~3.000.000 players spread over different “worlds”























































Can we build a model
of this world ? 
Can we use it for playing
better ?
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Can we build a model
of this world ? 
Can we use it for playing
better ?
[Thon, Landwehr, De Raedt, ECML08]
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city(C,Owner), city(C2, Attacker), close(C,C2)⇥
conquest(Attacker, C2) : p ⇤ nil : (1  p)
CPT-Rules
conquer a city which is close
P(conquest(), Time+5) ? 
learn parameters






















































[Thon et al, MLJ 11]






[Thon et al, MLJ 11]
how does the 
world change 
over time?
0.4::conquest(Attacker,C); 0.6::nil :-  
 
             city(C,Owner),city(C2,Attacker),close(C,C2). 




[Thon et al, MLJ 11]
how does the 
world change 
over time?
0.4::conquest(Attacker,C); 0.6::nil :-  
 
             city(C,Owner),city(C2,Attacker),close(C,C2). 
if cause holds at time T




[Thon et al, MLJ 11]
how does the 
world change 
over time?
0.4::conquest(Attacker,C); 0.6::nil :-  
 
             city(C,Owner),city(C2,Attacker),close(C,C2). 
if cause holds at time T
one of the effects holds at time T+1
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Learning relational affordances
Learn probabilistic model 
From two object interactions 
Generalize to N  
  
Shelf









   
 
  grasp
Moldovan et al.  ICRA 12, 13, 14
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Learning relational affordances
Learn probabilistic model 
From two object interactions 
Generalize to N  
  
Shelf









   
 
  grasp
Moldovan et al.  ICRA 12, 13, 14
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What is an affordance ?
(a) Disparity image (b) Segmented image with landmark points
Clip 7: Illustration of the object size computation. Left-hand image shows the disparity map
of the example shown in Figure 5. The orange points in the right-hand image show the points
that intersect with the ellipse’s major axis. The orange points are mapped onto 3D using their
associated disparity value, and the 3D distance between each pair is defined as the object size.
To learn an a↵ordance model, the robot first performs a behavioural babbling
stage, in which it explores the e↵ect of its actions on the environment. For
this behavioural babbling stage, for the single-arm actions the robot uses its
right-arm only. For these actions a model of the left-arm will be later built by
exploiting symmetry as in [3]. We include the simultaneous two-arm push on
the same object in the babbling phase, allowing for a more accurate modelling
of action e↵ects for the iCub.4
The babbling phase consists of placing pairs of objects in front of the robot
at various positions. The robot executes one of its actions A described above on
one object (named: main object, OMain). OMain may interact with the other
object (secondary object, OSec) causing it to also move. Figure 8 shows such
a setting, with the objects’ position before (l) and after (r) a right-arm action
(tap(10)) execution.
Clip 8: Relational O before (l), and E after the action execution (r).
4As opposed to the two-arm a↵ordance modelling in [3], we also include in the babbling
phase the two-arm simultaneous actions whose e↵ects might not always be well modelled by
the sum of the individual single-arm actions.
15
• Formalism — related to STRIPS but models delta
• but also joint probability model over A, E, O
During this behavioural babbling stage, data for O, A and E are collected for
each of the robot’s exploratory actions. The robot executed 150 such exploratory
actions. One example of collected data during such an action is shown in Table 1.
Note that these values are obtained by the robot from its perception, which
naturally introduces uncertainty, which the relational a↵ordance model takes
into account (e.g., the displacement of OMain is observed to be a bit more than
10cm).
Table 1: Example collected O, A, E data for action in Figure 8










During the babbling phase, we also learn the action space of each action. As
the iCub is not mobile, and each arm has a specific action range, each ai 2 A
can be performed when an object is located in a specific action space. An object
can be acted upon by both arms, by one arm but not the other, or it can be
completely out of the reach of the robot. If the exploratory arm action on an
object fails because no inverse kinematics solution was found, then that object is
not in that arm’s action space. We will show later how any spatial constraints,
such as action space, can be modelled with logical rules.
5.2. Learning the Model
The model will be learnt from the data collected during the robot’s 150
exploratory actions, one instance of such data as illustrated in Table 1. We
will model the (relational) object properties: distX, distY (the x and y-axis
distance between the centroids of the two objects), and the e↵ects: displX and
displY (the x and y-axis displacement of an object) with continuous distribution
random variables. We will start by learning a Linear Conditional Gaussian
(LCG) Bayesian Network [26]. An LCG BN specifies a distribution over a
mixture of discrete and continuous variables. In an LCG, a discrete random
variable may have only discrete parents, while a continuous random variable may
have both discrete and continuous parents. A continuous random variable (X)
will have a single Gaussian distribution function whose mean depends linearly
on the state of its continuous parent variables (Y ) for each configuration of its
discrete parent variables (U) [26]. This LCG distribution can be represented
as: P (X = x|Y = y, U = u) = N (x|M(u) +W (u)T y, 2(u)), with M a table of
mean values, W a table of regression (weight) coe cient vectors, and   a table
of variances (independent of Y ). [26]
To learn an LCG BN for our setting, we will approximate displX, displY ,
and distX and distY by conditional Gaussian distributions over the short dis-




● Learning the Structure of Dynamic Hybrid Relational Models  
Nitti, Ravkic, et al. ECAI 2016 
− Captures relations/affordances 
− Suited to learn affordances in 
robotics set-up, continuous and discrete variables 




– learn actions effects
– plan with the learned model
  14
DDC-TL
● DDC Tree learner
action(X)
Planning
[Nitti et al ECML 15; MLJ 17]
ProbLog	  for	  ac+vity	  recogni+on	  from	  video
	  
	  
98 [Skarlatidis et al, TPLP 13]





Statistical relational learning, probabilistic logic 
















Statistical relational learning, probabilistic logic 











• Our answer: probabilistic (logic) programming     
      = probabilistic choices + (logic) program
• Many languages, systems, applications, ...
• ... and much more to do!
Further Reading
• One book
• Three websites  to start 
• http://probmods.org/   Probabilistic Models of 
Cognition — Church
• http://dtai.cs.kuleuven.be/problog/  — check also [DR 
& Kimmig, MLJ 15]
• http://alchemy.cs.washington.edu/ —Markov Logic, 






































• PITA in XSB Prolog http://xsb.sourceforge.net/
• AILog2 http://artint.info/code/ailog/ailog2.html 
• SLPs http://stoics.org.uk/~nicos/sware/pepl
• contdist http://www.cs.sunysb.edu/~cram/contdist/
• DC https://code.google.com/p/distributional-clauses
• WFOMC http://dtai.cs.kuleuven.be/ml/systems/wfomc
PLP 
Systems
102
